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Abstract 

Workspace and move management consists of many decisions that must be made such as 

how to best utilize available buildings and space to reduce maintenance costs, where to place 

someone based on available space and their requirements, how moving one person will impact 

other people or groups when moving a person, and how and when to process a request to move.  

Many of these decisions are inherently spatial in nature and can use the backbone of a GIS to 

facilitate making them. This presentation will discuss considerations for building a geospatial 

ArcSDE and tabular database that can be used to support workspace and move management 

including CAD to GIS translation, benefits of using GIS in workspace management, and how 

web-based mapping can support real time decisions in workspace management. 
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GIS in Workspace Management 

The Navy’s method of Workspace management is defined as processes encompassing 

space planning (how to efficiently utilize space, where to place people), infrastructure build-out 

to prepare facilities and space to be used, and personnel move management.  Workspace 

management processes have historically been accomplished largely by development of tabular 

queries and reports to detail space usage and occupancy, who sits where, and to generate move 

requests. This has evolved with the integration of CAD building floor plans linked to the tabular 

data to view available space and to and evaluate current building configurations.  Historically 

missing in workspace management processes has been the use of GIS to further analyze where to 

move people based on spatial preference and/or constraints or to facilitate large-scale moves 

such as BRAC that require personnel to move from one installation to another. This paper will 

evaluate how GIS can be used in space and move management, detailing data sources and 

considerations for normalizing fractured data, benefits of geospatial analysis in space and move 

management, data maintenance considerations and solutions for upkeeping facility floor plan 

data, and challenges encountered implementing workspace management systems. 

Data for Workspace Management 

Data sources and considerations for workspace management are aplenty.  Typical tabular 

data sources required are building inventories, rooms with attributes such as net area, room type, and 

room number, and personnel data. Considerations when developing or compiling data include 

determining the most accurate of available data sources, determining which attributes are stored in 

tabular or spatial context, the sources of external personnel information, and establishing a 

relationship between personnel and room inventories to locate persons in a room.  Collection of 

personnel data for the Navy has been particularly difficult due to access restrictions to personnel 
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databases, and limited information of contractor and non-Navy military personnel.  NMCI data 

sources have historically been inaccurate, telecommunications databases vary between bases, and 

use of enterprise sources such as the CAC card database (DEERS) or the Total Workforce 

Management Systems (TWMS) has been challenging due to access and timeframes for completion.   

Considerations for space data include whether to store information to the room and/or cubical 

level. Room data requires less data maintenance, however cubical data largely aids in move 

management and implementing business rules such as how many square feet a particular job position 

is warranted. Additionally, telephone and computer jack inventories can help in aiding decisions 

such as how many people can be placed in a room or cubical based on current phone and computer 

connectivity availability; however to aid in this decision jacks either have to be linked to a room or 

located spatially.  

One last consideration when developing workspace management data is how to link 

personnel to spaces.  Building surveys provide an accurate method but begin to become obsolete 

with the first move after the inventory date.  Some data sources may provide this such as 

telecommunication or NMCI databases but the accuracy could be questionable.  

Discussions of these data considerations have primarily related to tabular data sources that 

allow for analysis and reporting, and from which a tabular based move management system for 

requesting personnel moves can be developed. Tabular based occupancy reports can state how 

utilized buildings are, but spatially based occupancy reports can tell how occupied buildings are 

within a distance of a certain location, or how many buildings are only partially occupied that are 

within a quarter mile from each other which could demonstrate inefficiencies of space in an area of a 

base where departments should be co-located.  The following graphic provides a view of how a 

tabular based move could work – a user can identify the building, floor, space and seat (cube) to 
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move a person into, but cannot answer the question as to where the location exists in relation to other 

geographic features.  

 

Benefits of Geospatially Enabling Workspace Data 

Typical in move requests may be to determine where to seat people based on available 

seating near or within a department or perhaps on available office spaces based on rules such as rank 

and grade which determines the size of space people qualify for.  However, what if a group of 3 

people supporting aircraft maintenance tasks needs to be located near the airfield?  The question of 

where to move the people may become where are available administrative offices that are in 

proximity to the airfield and close to the hangars?  The following map shows a group of buildings 

that are in proximity to an airfield at a Navy Installation. 
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Using GIS can determine where available administrative office spaces are close to the hangar area, 

in this instance which are the buildings north of Crusader Road. The following map depicts the 

available offices that meet these criteria (highlighted in red). The spatial query demonstrates that 

several facilities have available office space that meet the criteria, and furthermore, based on the 

quantity of unoccupied spaces, may provide an opportunity for groups to be redistributed to make 

the most efficient use of the space which can ultimately result in cost savings.  

. 
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Using GIS in workspace management provides a pictorial view of how space is occupied 

across a base.  The following map displays persons per room, names of people who occupy rooms, 

and how many people would occupy rooms after a move request (in the magnified view based on the 

outline color) in a particular tenant’s area on base. If square feet instead of person’s names were 

provided on the map, space resource managers could quickly determine how efficiently spaces were 

being used in a particular area of base and/or across departments.  
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 Embedding spatial data within workspace management systems can largely facilitate move 

functions across an installation’s boundaries such as large-scale moves required from BRAC.  

BRAC moves include large amounts of people moving from one base to another, sometimes across 

country.  An enterprise system with embedded GIS will allow move coordinators to assess the 

current locational details of moving personnel to determine requirements (such as office space and 

facility needs) which will aid in finding similar space on the impacted base.  Furthermore, this 

system would allow cross-base move requests and functions to be performed more efficiently 

through providing critically required data without even making a phone call. 

A spatial workspace management system has benefits beyond the use of workspace 

management. Utility and janitorial billing can make use spatial data to accurately bill departments 

and base tenants for their associated monthly costs. If disputes arise the GIS can provide an accurate 

depiction of how much space a department occupies across a base from which bills are created. 
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Through understanding how its space use impacts its total costs, departments could become more 

efficient users of space using GIS to decide how to most optimally place personnel.  Additionally, 

emergency response applications can use personnel location data derived from the workspace 

management system in emergencies to identify who is located in an area of buildings, a single 

building, or part of a building during an emergency.  With this information only impacted personnel 

can be notified and routed from their desk to a different location using GIS technology. 

Creating a Spatially Based Workspace Management System 

The maintenance of building floor plans has historically been a CAD based function in which 

experienced CAD analysts precisely update building floor plans.  The historical lack of CAD-like 

editing tools in traditional GIS software has prevented a large movement to maintain building floor 

plan data in GIS.  The question thus becomes how to maintain floor data in CAD but be able to use it 

for analysis in GIS, and what rules must be in place to support a dual system.   

The highlighted solution in this presentation uses an ArcObjects based program to import 

updated CAD floor plans into an ArcSDE geodatabase. The applications scans a directory of CAD 

floor plans looking for a timestamp on CAD files that is greater than the date from which the 

application was last run. When found, the application will run a process that first deletes existing 

spaces for a building from the feature class. It then extracts room polygons from CAD to update the 

room feature class with updated configurations, inserting attributes of building number, floor 

number, room number, and net area. Telecommunication jacks, also maintained in the CAD floor 

plans, are also inserted into an ArcSDE feature class.  As much of the associated space data is 

maintained in a tabular database, the program also inserts new spaces into the tabular database so 

they can be linked to the geodatabase for spatial rendering. SDE views allows for real-time rendering 

of rooms on attributes such as 
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• Move requests 

• Persons per room 

• Occupied rooms 

• Occupants of rooms (department or persons) 

• Room condition 

• Net area 

 

 The CAD to GIS importer has several requirements to run successfully.  All room data must 

be maintained on the same CAD layer, as well as telecommunication jacks. Room numbers must be 

contained within the rooms they attribute, telecommunication jacks must be placed within rooms, 

room polygons must be spatially correct and closed (unclosed or overlapping polygons is a common 

CAD error), and the CAD floor plan must be geospatially located in the correct space.  The importer 

provides detailed error reporting when data does not meet the criteria allowing for quick problem 

discovery and resolution. Significant data clean-up was required on the CAD data prior to using the 

importer; including creating telecommunications data, geo-spatially referencing CAD files through 

creating world files, and fixing many room polygon issues. 
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 The highlighted solution was initially developed at ArcGIS 8.3 and upgraded to version 9.  

ESRI has since released several solutions that more tightly integrate CAD and GIS and has a partner 

solution that allows editing of ArcSDE data through CAD software.  The newer technologies have 

not been thoroughly evaluated to replace the developed solution as the solution is completely 

automated and scheduled to run at specific times and meets the needs of a minimally staffed CAD 

and GIS office.  The other solutions include (Quin, 2007): 

1. A CAD extension to edit ArcSDE data by allowing CAD editors to connect directly to 
SDE and edit.  It versioned the data but requires some QA/QC process in ArcEditor or 
ArcInfo to check topology and editing rules when data is written into SDE.   

 
2. A free ESRI CAD solution to download for AutoCad 2007 to connect to any ESRI web 

service (ArcIMS and ArcGIS Server) and render in CAD software.  All Geodatabase data 
can be served out through web services and CAD software sees these features classes as 
read-only layers. 

 
3. The Data Interoperability Extension translates CAD to and from GIS.   It is bi-direction 

and allows varying layers and attribute in CAD files to be selected for translation into 
ArcMap for QC and then for check-in to a geodatabase. 

 
4. ArcMap in 9.2 has a reader that has many more features to import CAD data directly into 

ArcGIS desktop. The reader will georeference non-referenced CAD data and can render 
features as they appear in the CAD software.  The CAD reader also adds to the table of 
contents all CAD layers and makes them selectable for query, identifying, and rendering 
allowing them to almost act like feature classes.. 

 

Workspace Management Challenges and Issues 

 Several challenges regarding development of workspace management data have been 

discussed previously in this paper including how to initially create workspace management data 

from varying sources with different degrees of data accuracy and completeness.  Data maintenance 

of the different data layers can prove difficult to fund especially if data maintenance is required to 

the cubicle level given many cube farms use configurable furniture. Further efforts are required to 

maintain telecommunications and computer jack locations especially if this data is maintained on a 
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contractual basis. The highlighted Navy installation has written into the different service provider 

contracts that they must maintain their data in a single CAD floor plan and take ownership of their 

data layer.  As with any system, resources to accurately maintain the data are required to keep the 

data from becoming obsolete which in a DOD world of more limited budgets can be difficult to 

accomplish. 

 A second and perhaps even greater set of challenges related to workspace management are 

the cultural shifts required to successfully implement many of the rules to be applied to allow for the 

greatest cost savings in workspace management implementations.  In many instances departments 

and organizations have a sense of ownership of the space they occupy and do not feel they should be 

made to give up their space or made to move from an authoritative source.  Overcoming cultural 

paradigms and making groups accountable for used space may be the largest challenge ahead in 

workspace management implementation. 

Conclusion 

 This paper had discussed how the use of geospatial technology can greatly enhance 

workspace management processes and decisions, data requirements for a geospatial workspace 

management system, and techniques for CAD and GIS integration in support of workspace 

management.  Implementation of a geospatially based workspace management system allows new 

opportunities to make better decisions for workspace management that take into consideration 

geospatial factors that have never been available in traditional tabular based systems. 
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